Coregistration accuracy and detection of brain shift using intraoperative sononavigation during resection of hemispheric tumors.
Sononavigation, which combines real-time anatomic ultrasound data with neuronavigation techniques, is a potentially valuable adjunct during the surgical excision of brain tumors. In this study, we report our preliminary observations using this technology on 58 adult patients harboring hemispheric tumors. Data regarding coregistration accuracy was collected from various landmarks that typically do not shift as well as from tumor boundaries and the cortical surface. In a subset of patients, we evaluated the extent and direction of postresection brain displacement and its relationship with patient age, tumor histology, tumor volume, and use of mannitol. For all structures excluding the cortex, average coregistration accuracy measurements between ultrasound and preoperatively acquired magnetic resonance imaging scans were within the range of 2 mm. The most accurate alignments were obtained with the choroid plexus and the falx, and the least reliable structure in terms of coregistration accuracy was the cortical surface. Sononavigation provides real-time information during tumor removal in alignment with the preoperative magnetic resonance imaging scans, thus enabling the surgeon to detect intraoperative hemorrhage, cyst drainage, and tumor resection, and it allows for calculation of brain shift during the use of standard navigation techniques.